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HOLLAATD JlfTD BELGIUM.
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dccurrences
I arrived at New-York, on Friday later, from a
i, reform the irreguW
They entered the English palace gardens, the gloves are. Clean, and the hair well polish copy of the direction of a letter lying in the
22. All pensions and salaries to be discharih the North
So"th
Ocem'*
ngttiferotis system, w1
quietly looked on the fire, an 1 walked out ed. Ami 1 would forgive a man for breaking Post Office, in this village— t bears the Port
ged according to the laws in force before Nov.! There was no political news of importance,
ed habits. Thepr^
again. They went into several Frank housete off an engagement, if he discovered a greasy land post mark of Nov. 26
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¡The Chilian. Minister, yo P. iq had sailed.!!« in
Dover, Palladium.
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On motion of Mr. A. H. Everett, of Mass.
Resolved, That a committee of seven per.
_ FOREIGN NEWS.____
sons be nominated by the Chair to prepare
C (INVENTION.
an Address to the People of the United
BALTIMORE, DEC- 12, 1831.
TE.V DAYS LATER from EUROPE. thousands. The mob had already succeeded in
“ HEAD QUARTERS, OCT. 4.
States, stating the general objects of this ConThe Packet ship Ontario, at New-York forcing an entrance into the yard and the Gov
Delegates
to
the
National
Republican
Con“ The decisive moment has arrived. The
vention, and recommending the adoption o!
ernor’s house, and were busily employed in
---—
parts
of
the
United
froth London, brought dates from that city to throwing every moveable article into the New enemy has proposed humiliating conditions, vention, n
from various
such measures as will tend to secure the
the evening of Nov. 3d.
River, and, as the tide was fast ebbing all was contrary to the national dignity. It only re States, to the number of about one hundred election of Henry Clay to the office of Pre?,
The most important intelligence by this ar carried off by the stream. The caravan, used
I and forty,
assembled ~in the , Athenaeum, in ident of the United States.
mains
us
save .vui
our honor
II1CUIJS for
lUI
US to
IO aavc
uutivi by
u» rejecting
lujtwaug
.
rival, is that disturbances of a most appalling for conveying the prisoners to Guildhall, was them—to pass the frontier into the states of, this city, this day at 12 o clock.
The Committee nominated by the Chiir
nature, have occurred at Bristol in England. launched into the river entire, and thither also -----■
his Majesty^r the King of Prussia, andi there
to , The meeting was called to order by Mr.
In the neighboring town of Bath, some riots was consigned the Governor’s books, and the
a.
Incur
present situation, a "Livingston, of New-York, who remarked, consists of the following gentlemen :
I seek an asylum
Messrs. Everett, of Massachusetts; Stanard
alsd .took place, besides in one or two other apparatus for constructing the drop. The riot
iggle would only draw down that he would beg leave to recommend to it,
prolonged stru^
Qj
vc lav
la down
uvwuas
_____
______ pro
I_____
.
of Virginia ; Dodds, of New-Jersey ; Hoak^
places, which however, were easily quelled. ers, we have heard, procured immense hammers
&&
'
We
Chairman
tempore,
preparatory
to
its
; great calamities
ms wmen onwePoland.
took up in the*sacred organization,"the name of a gentleman from ¡of Indiana; Johns, of Delaware ; Cumtnis’
DREADFUL RIOTS AT BRISTOL. from the adjoining ship yard, and with them the (
massive locks on the iron doors of the different j the arms which we took and
up in
the integrity 1 Pennsylvania, distinguished for his talents, of Maine ; and Willson, of New-Hampsbije.
One of the most alarming riots took place on wings were smashed to atoms. The prisoners |; cause of the independence
1 ,
1
.
;
the ,30th Oct.—The London Courier says, “ The were now released, and scenes which followed of our native
land,
protesting
vio-1 and applauded for his integrity and firmness,
On motion of Mr. Sergeant, the President
native land, protesting against
against the
the vio-I
riots at Bristol are a severe lesson; but if the were beyond description. Many of them, both 1! ]at¡
was requested to invite some one of the cler
tions
Ons and the abuses of which we are the throughout a long life of public servicej
1
_
.
1
4.
1-»
z-v
:
enemies of rational freedom will read the signs male and female, striped off their prison clothes, j victims, until Europe, under whose protec- that individual was Abner Lacock.
_____
______ „ to open each day’s .sesgymen
of Baltimore
of the times as they really appear, they will no and proceeded on their way, almostin a state of: The question being put on the appoint- sjon of tjie Convention with prayer,
.
.
i /»
longer set themselves against a change called nudity. As they passed along, the mob cheered , tion we place ourselves, does pronounce defin- ment of Mr. Lacock, it was unanimously de
On motion of Mr. Dearborn, of Mass.
for by nineteen twentieths of the people of Eng them and followed after them with exultations. jI itely on our and our country’s fate.
t ! Resolved, That a Committee, to consist of
uju ouvoruo
then, ourj^rayers are not heard—if jus- termined in the affirmative.
land ; and, above all, they will learn from this Many of them met their friends on the
outside, j
On
motion
of
Mr.
James
Barbour,
of
Va.
L
one
Delegate from each State here repreaffair, that to sport with the wrongs of even the and it is not easy to depict the extrav;
ravagant joy [ rice
tice is
is reiusea
refused us—a
if the
we jiwumcub
Monarchs jcjcvl
reject us.
ua,
—....... — - ------ , ,
, n
lowest Englishman'—to jeer at his complaints, or with which they mutually embraced each other. the Almighty will he our avenger, and the I TAo»« P’ sented, and one from the District of Colum
was then unanimously appointed Secretary.
to misrepresent his feelings—is an experiment
bia, be appointed, to inform Mr. Clay of his
The Prison was then set on fire. Gloucester County stone which closes the sepulchre of Poland
Mr. Livingston, of New-York, said he held '
which" may not be tried with impunity.”
nomination, as President of the United States,
Prison was also broken open and set on fire. The tnob will entomb the independence of the nations
It is usual for the mayor and sheriffs, and the then attacked the Bishop’s residence, but were driven who are indifferent to our misfortunes. Our in his hand a resolution, which he would by the present Convention.
civic cortege, to meet the Recorder at Totter- off by the military.
blood, shed in numerous battles, the per- submit for the consideration of the meeting.
The Committee was thereupon appointed
The intoxicated mob then went back to the severence and patriotism of which we have It was well known that, on account of the
town, about a mile from the city.
There he
leaves his own carriage, and enters the more Mansion house, pressed forward to the windows, given examples, will be the subject of admi inclemency of the weather, together with the each Delegation selecting one from its own
gorgeous one of the mayor. The present mayor and waved their handkerchiefs, cheering at the
prevailing epidemic, a great many members number, as follows :
is a reformer, and might have been very popu same time in exultation of the final accomplish ration and imitation for history and posterity. had been prevented from attending on this From Maine, Henry Warren;
“ Soldiers !—Let us go where duty calls
lar, but since he entered on office he has kept ment of their designs on the ill fated bailding.
New-Hampshire, Leonard Jarvis;
day, who were, however, believed to be on
himself entirely aloof. He was attended by a We are almost certain, however, that many of us. We will sacrifice every thing except our their way, and - who would probably arrive
Vermont, Wm. Jarvis ;
glory, of which no force can ever deprive
us ;
-. .
crowd of a little more thana thousand persons, them paid the forfeit of their lives for their crim- ! o
Rhode Island, Chr. E. Robbins;
who on the approach of the Recorder, set up a inal temerity.—From the rapid progress of the ; and we will await death with tranquillity and either to-day or to-morrow. It was desirable,
Massachusetts, H. A. S. Dearborn•
most discordant noise of groans and hisses. Sir flames, it is supposed that some were cut off from I with that pure conscience which follows the on an occasion so important to the nation, to
Connecticut, J. A. Rockwell;
Charles appeared very pale, and his hand was by aa tuiiuai,
luud tuev
wiui au
retreat, auu
and thus
met with
an untimely end. j conviCtiOn of having deserved well of our have all present. In order to facilitate the
New-York, Peter R. Livingston;
business of the meeting, however, as well as
no means firm when he placed it on the pannel The
Th» firi>
fire spread
enrpad with most
m<iRt surprising
snrnrisinff quickness,
ouickness. (»0(jmry
New-Jersey, J. S. Halstead;
of the coach, to assist him in. He immediately and in about twenty minutes the roof fell in, and,
to save time—the most important considera
“
RYBINSKL-Gimmiander
in
Chief
of
the
Pennsylvania, Thomas Burnside j
shrunk into a corner of the coach, and was together with the whole front, came down into
tion—he would-submit the following :
Polish Army.”
seen very little by the crowd.
The -orowd the street with a tremendous crash.
Delaware, E. J. Dupont;
Resolved, That the Delegations of the sev
WARSAW, OCT. 12.
increased, and in some way information was
A part of the mob was again at the Bishop's Palace,
Maryland, Wm. Price;
eral
States
represented
at
this
Contention
be
sent to the Magistrates that it was intended and the fire raged throughout the whole pile of build
Virginia, James Breckenridge ;
The fortress of Modlin had been for some requested to examine the credentials, or other
here to drag Sir Charles from the coach, and ing, which in a short period was reduced to ashes.
Ohio, John Sloane;
time invested by General Golowin, when evidences of appointment of the members of
throw him into the river ; a troop of the 4th
The mob went to the Custom House—a large
Kentucky, Daniel Breck;
was stationed about there .; in the commence building, and the expertness of the wretches in Count Lodochowski, the Governor, having the respective States, and report a list of their
North Carolina, F. H. Shuman;
ment of the week three troops of horse had lighting it up here, it is certain, proved the de heard that the Grand Duke Michael would names to-morrow, at 12 o’clock.
Indiana, John J. Neely ;
arrived, and shown themselves in the city, and struction of many who were ranging the upper shortly arrive in the neighborhood, signified
The resolution was agreed to.
Louisiana, Henry A. Bullard;
were quartered in the neighborhood.
There apartments. Many of them were seen, as they , his wish to make his submission to the Grand
Mr.
Stone, of New-York, submitted the fol
were about 300 special constables immediately approached the windows, to drop into the flames, j Duke in person. Hereupon General Golowin
District of Columbia, RichardS. Core,
surrounding the coach. The most dreadful nois and others, among whom was a female, threw j sent word to his imperial highness, who im- lowing:
The Convention then adjourned.
Resolved, That the editors of the several
es continued the whole way, and occasionally, a themselves in desperation from the windows. A i mediately on his arrival received Count Lodstone was thrown, but no injury was done. The small band, chiefly boys, who seemed to go about j ochowski, and summoned him to cause the newspapers published in this city, together
DECEMBER 14,
procession proceeded to the Mansion House, but their work as if they had been regularly trained garrison ofModfin to laydown their arms and with all others in attendance from abroad,
The Convention assembled to day, at 12
without the usual cortege of carriages. On en to the hellish employment, proceeded to extend P
with their proprietors, be invited to take
>
.it-.
. _
tering the square the Constables began to strike the devouring element, preceding their operation leave the fortress, and deliver it up to the im seats, to be appropriated for their accommo o’clock, and was opened with prayer by the
the crowd that passed upon them, and several by giving half an hour’s notice to the inmates to perial troops. This was accordingly done.
Rev Dr. Wyatt, of the Protestant Episcopal
dation.—The resolution was agreed to.
On the 9th October the Polish garrison, 6,stones were thrown. The Sheriffs were allowed retire. The windows were afterwards smashed
Church.
Mr.
Combs,
of
Kentucky,
moved
that
when
to alight and enter very peaceably ; the consta in, the furniture thrown out and carried off, and 200 strong, left the fortress, in which were
The invitation to certain distinguished indi
the
Convention
adjourns,
it
will
adjourn
to
bles then formed a dense line between the car the premises ignited with a rapidity truly aston found 82 cannon and 7 mortars.
riage and the door, of the house, and the moment ishing. In this manner they swept away one
“ The war,” adds the report, “ may be con meet to-morrow, at 12 o’clock ; which was viduals, to take seats in the convention Cham
ber, was extended to the late Governor Coles,
Sir Charles alighted, he cowered down and ran whole side, and then proceeded to another, com sidered as wholly ended. Zomosc alone agreed to.
of Illinois, and to the Senators of the United
into the house. At this moment a cloud of mencing with the Excise Office, at the corner.
The Convention then adjourned.
still holds out, but that fortress, situated at
stones were thrown at the carriage, which great
States, Daniel Webster and Ezekiel F. Cham
Altogether there have been completely de-( the extremity of the kingdom, has no influ
ly damaged it, and a blow from a thick stick, de stroyed 42 dwelling houses and warehouses, ex
bers, (now in this city.) The Chair was also
DECEMBER 13.
ence
whatever
on
the
country,
and
is,
besides,
molished a glass ofthe door. The carriage then clusive of the Mansion House, Excise Office,
authorised to extend the invitation to any oth
The
Convention
assembled
at
12
o
’
clock.
so
closely
invested,
that
its
surrender
may
be
drove off, the people become peaceable, and Custom House, the four Toll Houses, three Pris
The proceedings of yesterday having been er member of Congress who might arrive in
speedily expected.”
if the constables had gone into the Hall and ons, and the Bishop’s palace.
OCTOBER 16.
read,
returns of the Delegates present were the city during the sitting of the convention.
shut the door, or had at once retired, the people
Not the least painful reflection is, that after the
Several additional delegates appeared, and
would have soon dispersed to their homes. destruction of the Custom House, the remainder
The Russian Imperial guards, who left made to the Secretary, as required by the
They had expressed their opinion, and I believe of the mischief was owing to the wonton fury of Warsaw to act against the remains of the resolution of yesterday, by which it appeared took their seats, and on motion of Mr. Holmes,
that was all they desired up to that time. The i a truly insignificant number of wretches, almost Polish army, have now returned to this city. that one hundred and fifty-six members were ! the gentlemen then had an opportunity given
conduct of the constables was truly ferocious. I exclusively boys. We saw three urchins, appar
The Warsaw' Gazette mentions a report present. [Five delegates*were present from I them to rise and record their vote for suchinThe people, unarmed, fled in all directions; ently not more than ten or twelve years of age,
Maine, viz^ Messrs. John Holmes^ George Ev-! dividual as they might prefer for President of
many were struck down, and several severely who when their retreat from the attic floor of one that a courier had brought news on the 12th,
ans, Nathan Cummins, Henry Warren and' the United States ; who severally pronounced
bruised, and were sent off to the Infirmary. of the houses had been cut off, and whilst the that Zomosc had surrendered to the Russian
their preference for Henry Clay.
Charles Mussey.]
Loud cries of vengeance now arose, and many flames were bursting out beneath them, coolly troops.
On motion, it was ordered that the names
Count Lodochowski, late governor of Mod
The Committee appointed by the Presi
left the square to go home; but in about ten clambered along a coping, projecting not more
minutes, they rushed through one of the aven than two inches, and entering an adjoining lin, General Czyzewski, with his Staff, and of the Delegates be entered on the record by dent to wait upon Charles Carroll of Carroll
ues from the back, where they had been to arm house, immediately set fire to a bedstead and fur about 160 officers of the Polish army, arrived States, in the same order as pursued by Con ton, and invite him to take a seat in the Con
themselves with stones. Then followed a despe niture. From the time we have named, many here on the 18th, from Modlin. On the whole gress.
vention, reported that they had performed that
rate attack on the constables, who again rushed of the older ones gave themselves up wholly to about 2,600 officers have renewed their oath
Mr. Holmes, ofMaine, said it would be per duty, butthat, on account of the inclemency
out in a body, and bore down all before them.— drinking and revelling in the scene around them. of allegiance to his Majesty the emperor and ceived that the organization of yesterday was
of the weather, that venerated individual
Desperate blows were struck on both sides, and
In the heart of the town, young fellows, in
only for a temporary purpose—that tempora would be prevented from attending.
the large area of the square had something the parties of four, five or six, repaired to liquor King.
ry
organization
was
a
very
proper
one,
and
Berlin. The Polish army has at length
Mr. Dearborn, from the committee appoint
appearance of afield of battle. The mob sever shops or public houses, at the time intoxicated,
al times succeeded in separating two or three con knocked at the doors and demanded drink or given up all resistance. The Prussian Gov was certainly done with the expectation that ed to wait upon Mr. Clay, and acquaint him
stables from the rest, but they contented them blood. In some instances, we know that they ernment has already delivered 9,000 horses to a more permanent organization would take with his unanimous nomination to the office
place. With that view he would now take of President of the United States, by this Con
selves with disarming them and breaking their broke into premises, helped themselves and in the Russians.
g—Wi the liberty to move, that a Committee of five
staves.
sulted the owners.
And then the military,
vention, laid before the meeting the following
A desperate attack was made after dark on the brought for our especial protection, could notact UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. members be appointed to report the proper correspondence :
constables, and they were entirely defeated. for want of orders !
officers for conducting the business of the
BALTIMORE, DEC. 13, 1831,
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Having cleared the area before the Mansion
Convention, and also what further proceed Hon. Henry Clay :
Mr. Herepath, the Vice President of the Bris
house, they made a more regular attack on the tol General Union House, called the members
ings should be taken to further the object of
Sir,—The undersigned have been appoint
house itself. Every pane of glass was broken, together by public notice, a course which we un
SENA TE.
its assembling.
& the door shivered to atoms. The mob got entire derstand he had already determined on, and in
ed a committee by the Convention of Nation
MONDAY, DECEMBER 12.
The
motion
was
agreed
to,
and
Messrs.
possession of the house, but how the Mayor, Sir a short time a large body of them had collected
al Republican Delegates, now assembled in
The Vice President of the United States Holmes, Sergeant, Thomas, Dearborn, and
Charles, and the Aidermen escaped, unless by together, previous to which Mr. Herepath was
this city, to announce that you were this day
the roof of the house, is not known. Every room invested by the magistracy, with an authority attended to-day and took the Chair of the Dennie, were appointed the Committee.
The Committee retired for a few minutes, unanimously nominated as a candidate for the
was searched, with the most dreadful impreca equal to that of the Under Sheriff. We are sorry Senate.
tions, the furniture and the pannels of the rooms to have to record another piece of folly—wanton
The following Senators appeared to-day, viz. and when they returned, Mr. Holmes report office of President of the United States.
Entertaining the most exalted opinion of
were broken to pieces and thè beautiful chande cruelty we would call it—if it had not, as we be
Messrs. Bibb, Buckner, Brown, Tazewell ed that in their opinion there should be ap
lier in the banqueting room shared the same fate. lieve, originated in the utter ignorance of the and Forsyth.
pointed a President, four Vice Presidents, and your eminent talents, enlarged patriotism, and
The dinner and wines very soon disappeared. In j magistrates, of the state of the city. The shops
distinguished public services, we have the
Several petitions were presented and re two Secretaries.
about half an hour a troop of the 3d Dragoons had remained unopened, and the military were
He then further reported, that he had been fullest confidence that you will receive the
ferred ; among which were petitions from
rode into the square, and the officer briefly ad ordered to clear the streets—an order which was
uu
to propose James Barbour, of Virgin- united, Cordial and zealous support of every
dressed the mob, entreating them to disperse. fulfilled to the letter by a party of the troops sundry merchants of Philadelphia, New-York directed
‘ , as President ; and for Vice Presidents, friend to the Constitution, the integrity ofthe
They were received with loud cheers, and the which had experienced some rough treatment and Baltimore, praying for a further reduc- ia,
tion ofthe duties on Tea, imported after the Messrs. Trimble, of Ohio, Kent, of Maryland, Union, all the great branches of national , in
crowd sang “ God save the King.”
and in consequence fired upon the people on the
31st inst.
Porter, of New-York, and Temple, of Ver dustry, and the prosperity of the general weal;
But another and a most dangerous exciting previous day.
and we pledge to you, in behalf of the Con
cause now began to develope itself. During the
The Senate spent a short time in executive mont.
The sight of this useless piece of duty was pe
sacking of the .Mansion House the wine cellars culiarly distressing ; nothing was to be seen on business and then adj.
For Secretaries, Messrs. Tillinghast, of vention, the assurance of an ardent determi
were forced, and it is supposed that at least one every side but unoffending women and children,
nation to use all honorable means to insure
Rhode Island, and Bacon, of Ohio.
third of a stock of three hundred dozen choice running and screaming in every direction, while
TUESDAY, DEC. 13.
The question being put on these nomina your elevation to the Chair of ChiefMagistrate
wines was carried off, and wasted and drank by several men apparently on their way to work,
of this Republic.
Many Petitions were presented. The res tions, they were unanimously concurred
the mob. It is needless to say that the result were deliberately cut at, several severely injured
With the highest consideration,
was fraught with the worst possible effects ; and some killed. A poor fellow, who attempted olution submitted by Mr. Marcy, authorizing in.
We have the honor to be,
Mr. Barbour having taken the Chair, ad
they became madly infuriate, and regardless to take refuge in a house from which we were a subscription to the Register of Debates,
Sir, your most obedient serv’ts.
alike of what mischief they committed, or what just emerging on business connected with the published by Gales & Seaton, and as amen dressed the Convention. [Address next week.]
Mr Holmes said, that he was further in
risk they incurred. The scene at this moment restoration of tranquillity, was wounded by our ded, to the Debates in Convention on the
Peter R. Livingston, of New-York.
was of the most depraved description ; all ages, side. Yet worse effects might have followed adoption of the Constitution, published by structed by the Committee to offer the follow
Henry Warren,
of Maine.
of both sexes, were to be seen greedily swallow this ill-advised measure, if the soldiers had not
ing resolution :
Leonard Jarvis,
of New-Hampshire.
ing the intoxicating liquors, while upon the been shortly after withdrawn from their bloody Jonathan Elliot, was considered and agreed
Resolved, That the Convention do now
William Jarvis,
of Vermont.
ground the bodies of scores were to be found work, and the streets principally manned with to. Mr. Poindexter, on leave, introduced a proceed to nominate a Candidate for the of
H. A. S. Dearborn,
of Massachusetts.
dead with drunkenness. The streets, too, remote the inhabitants, armed with good strong staves, bill authorizing appeals, writs of error and fice of President of the United States, to be
Christ’r E. Robbins, of Rhode-Island.
from the scène of action, from this time became and having strips of white linen tied round the supersedeas’ to the Supreme Court in certain
John A. Rockwell,
of Connecticut.
noisy from the turbulence of wretches who were left arm, a regulation suggested by the magis cases, which was twice read and referred to supported by those who are opposed to the
re-election of Andrew Jackson.
Job S. Halstead,
of New-Jersey.
to be seen staggering about in all directions. trates to distinguish them, supposing the inter the Committee on the Judiciary.
The question being put upon the adoption
The troops were then speedily replaced, but the position of the military should be again required.
Thomas Burnside,
of Pennsylvania.
of the resolution, it was agreed to, one indi
infuriate mob began to act on the offensive, and Several troops, however, of soldiers, together
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 14.
E. J. Dupont,
of Delaware.
vidual (from North Carolina) voting in the
sought to wreak their vengeance on them lor with the 11th Regiment of Foot, continued to ar
William Price,
of Maryland.
Two
messages
were
received
from
the
the wounds they had inflicted on the preceding rive during the day ; and in the course of the
negative.
Jas. Breckenbridge, of Virginia.
President of the United States by Mr. Donelevening, and particularly to be revenged for the
On motions, severally submitted by Mr.
J. Sloane,
afternoon intelligence having arrived that there son, his Secretary ; the one conveying the
of Ohio.
killing a man on the top of the Pithay. They
was some disturbance in the neighborhood of information called for by the resolutions of Sergeant and other gentlemen, it was
Daniel Breck,
____
___
of
Kentucky.
attacked them with a shower of stones and brick
Resolved, That the President be requested
Lawrence-hill, a party galloped off, and secured the 8th inst., relative to the capture, abduc
Frederick H. Shuman, ofN. Carolina.
bats, which the men were unable to resist, no
John J. Neely,
of Indiana.
magistrate being in attendance to take the re- four countrymen in the very act of robbing a tion, and imprisonment of American citizens to invite the attendance of Charles Carroll, of
H. A. Bullard,
epe»sibility of orders to- that effect. The Al house. With these exceptions, we are happy to by the British auih.e!rities«of New-Brunswick; Carrollton, Governor Howard, of Maryland,
of Louisiana.
state that no further collision with the military
Jonathan
Roberts,
of
Pennsylvania,
and
Gov

derman, we have been assured, considering this took place.
Richard
S.
Coxe,
of D. Columbia.
the other recommending that compensation
ernor Sprigg, of Maryland, and that seats be
to be the exclusive duty ofthe Mayor, refused to
Committee.
Towards the evening, the flames in several and indemnity be made to the master and assigned them in the Hall.
give the word, and the latter, it would appear,
houses in the square broke out afresh, and part crew of a Spanish brig, for their risk and
was overpowered by his feelings.
The
President stated that he had received
Soon the mob again manifested a restlessness of the pavement in King Street, was forced up losses in humanely rescuing the crew of an a Letter from Mr. Clay, the presentation of
WASHINGTON, 13th DEC. 1831for action, and a party, by no means numerous, by the heat arising from some brandy which was American vessel from fire and shipwreck. which to the Convention was to depend on
Gentlemen :—I have the honor to acknowk
proceeded to the BRIDEWELL, for the pur burning in the vaults beneath, but the engines Several petitions and memorials were pre the discretion of the President. He felt it to
edge the receipt of the note which as a com
pose of rescuing the prisoners. On their arrival being in readiness, no further injury occurred. sented, and resolutions offered.
be his duty to present it, which was done, mittee of the Convention of National Repub
they lost no time in procuring sledge hammers An attack on the shipping having been anticipat
and it was read by one of the Secretaries.
lican Delegates now assembled in Baltimore,
from the nearest smith’s shop, and immediately ed, the ships’ bells were rung, signal guns were
THURSDAY, DEC. 15.
Mr. Livingston, of New-York, then rose, you addressed to me, stating that I had been
proceeded to knock in the doors. The keeper, fired, and every thing was prepared for an attack.
Mr. Webster appeared and took his seat.
and, after an eloquent address, in which he this day unanimously nominated by the Con
Mr. Evans, we have been informed, had just sat The Earl of Liverpool was moored in the centre
The following resolutions were submitted : alluded to the distinguished qualifications vention as a candidate for the office of Presi
down to dinner when he received the visit of the of the river, and mounted with guns, an attack
on
her
in
particular
being
expected
;
but
happily
By Mr. Hill—That the Committee on the and patriotic services of Henry Clay, and dent of the United States.
unwelcome intruders.
Having succeeded in
opening the doors, they became apprehensive those anticipations were not realized.
Post Office and Post Roads be instructed to the expression of his opinion relative to the
This manifestation of the confidence ofa
The
total
number
of
killed
and
wounded,
as
that the large folding gates which at night shut
inquire into the expediency of establishing a course of the present administration of the
up the thorough-fare would be closed upon far as we have been able to ascertain, is as fol post route from Portland, Maine, by Ossipee Government, submitted to the Convention body so distinguished, is received, gentlemen,
with lively sensibility and profound grati
them,^nd they directly sat about removing lows -.—Four men and one woman ; the latter in Corner, Tuftonborough Corner, &c. to Ply
the name of HENRY CLAY, to be recom tude. Although I should have been glad if
them. This they accomplished with most as consequence of severe bruises received in one of mouth, New Hampshire.
the
houses
where
she
had
been
engaged
in
plun

mended
to
the
People
of
the
United
States,
the Convention had designated some citizen
tonishing facility, and disposed of them by throw
By Mr. Smith—That the Committee on opposed to the present Administration of the of the United States more competent than
ing them over the bridge into the float ; they dering ; a little boy who was shot through the
bowels,
is
not
expected
to
recover
;
fifty-one
oth

the
Post
Office
and
Post
Roads
be
instructed
Government,
as
the
proper
person
to
fill
the
then proceeded to liberate the prisoners, and,
myself to he the instrument of accomplishing
having accomplished their end, they forthwith er persons, including four women, have also re to consider the expediency of permitting Presidential Chair.
the patriotic objects which they have in vieWj
set the building on fire. During their operations ceived injuries, some of them very severe ones, newspapers to be declared free from any
It was agreed .by the Convention that the I do not feel at liberty to decline their nomi
not the slightest molestation was offered them. principally sabre wounds; a few in consequence charge of postage.
question on the nomination should be taken nation. With my respectful and cordial ac
This happened about 2 o’clock. About the same of the parties leaping from the burning houses.
Mr.
Foot,
from
the
Committee
on
Pensions,
by calling the names of the members, and
time a stronger party of rioters, comprising, in In this account we enumerate the cases taken to to which was referred the bill supplementary that each should rise and name the person knowledgments, you will be pleased to com
municate to the Convention my acceptance,
deed, almost the whole body, proceeded to the the public hospitals only. Many lives were lost to the act for the relief of certain surviving for whom he had a preference.
of their nomination, with the assurance that,
New Jail—a strong bui-It modern building, in the flames, and several persons who received officers and soldiers of the revolution, reported
The names being called over accordingly, whatever may be the event of it, our com
having been built about ten years since, at a cost injury having been taken to their own homes,
it
with
an
amendment
;
which
was
read.
One Hundred and Fifty-five persons signified mon
i
of about £100,000 When we first heard of this we have no means of acquiring the requisite in
country, shall ever find me faithful to
Mr. Wilkins gfive’Sbtice’Ttiaf he*~would to their preference for HENRY CLAY.
1
movement, we regarded any attempt on the formation respecting them.
the
Union, and the constitution, to the princi-,
The
King
issued
a
proclamation,
condemning
the
prison as the wildest scheme that could have riots, and ordering all his officers, both civil and milita morrow ask leavéto introduce a bill, provid
[One gentleman, from North Carolina, pies
1
ofpublic liberty, and to those great meas-;
ing for the claims of certain citizens of the stated that he had hot yet made up his mind ures
been imagined ; but we lost no time in repairing ry, to suppress them.
of National policy -which have made us
1
to the spot. The scene which there presented
United States, for spoliations committed by upon the subject, though he was decidedly in a
3 people, prosperous, respected, and powerful.
RUSSIA AND POLAND.
itself will never be effaced from our memory.
the French, prior to the year 1800.
favor of Henry Clay over any other individ
Accept, gentlemen, of my thanks for theThere is nothing new ; Poland is now lost.
Along the New Cut, in front of the Gaol, a
The Senate adjourned to Monday.
ual that haff been named.]
1friendly manner in which you have çonvey

dense mass of rioters had assembled; and on the The following order of the day was issued by |
opposite bank of the river, and, indeed, wherever Gen. Rybinski, previous to taking refuge in
the eye could range, the people were posted in Prussia.

National Republican
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■

’ergeant, the PJ
-e some one ofthe J
10Pe« each day's
n with prayer. 1
dearborn, of Mass
^Htee,t0 J
'‘Yh State here J

ed the act and sentiments of the Cenvention.
I am, with high respect,
Your obedient servant,
„
H. CLAY.

[COMMUNICATIONS.]

ItedicatUm

For the Gazette & Palladium.

NEW GOODS.

The new meeting house in Sanford, erectPROBATE NOTICE.'
HE subscriber has just receivedaprime
Mr. Editor.—It is hoped that the meeting '1 ed for the accommodation of the Congre^aMessrs. Peter R. Livingston, &c. &c.
i
tional
Society
in
said
town,
will
be
dedicated
a Court of Probate held al York, within and
of the Temperance Society in this place, no- (
assortment of goods, among which are :
to the service of God on Thursday next. In
, Black, Blue, Oli ve and Mixed Broad Cloths for
;
the county of York, on the first Monday
On motion of Mr. Bradish, of New-York ticed in your last, will excite the attention of | the evening an address will be delivered be
Do. Cassimeres ; Petersham Coating ;
of December, in the year of our Lord eigh
Resolved, That this Convention do now the friends of temperance generally, in this fore the Sanford Temperance Society.
Kerseys; Sattinets; Vestings ;
teen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon
proceed to nominate a .candidate of the Na place ; and that they will come forward and
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
Goats hair, Silk and Worsted Camlets ;
tional Republican Party to fill the office of unite in lending their aid to a cause of such
Rob Roy and Tartan Plaids ; Merinos ;
vital importance to the welfare of this com dedication & Installation.
Vice President of the United States.
The dedication of the new Meeting House Circassians; Bombazetts; Rattinet ; Flannels; TT^ILLIAM MADDOX, named Executor
munity. It is expected that the constitution
«Folin. Sergeant, of Pennsylvania, of
in the 2d congregational Parish in Wells, and Calicoes ; French Prints ;
’ V
in a certain instrument purporting to
the
society
will
be
so
amended,
as
to
prohibit
was nominated by the Convention for Vice
the installation of the Rev. Charles S. Ad
be the last will and testament of Henry Mad
1 resident of the United States, with the samb members bf the Society from dealing in ar ams, are appointed to take place on Wednes Fancy, Silk and Cotton Handkfs; Shawls ;
dox, late of Cornish, in said county, yeoman,
unanimity which had already attended the dent spirits ; and also to separate it from the day, the twenty-eighth day of December in Gro. de Naples Silk ; Pongee ; Barrage ;
deceased, having presented die same for pro
White and Colored Cambricks ; Muslins ;
nommât10” of Henry Clay for the Presidency present National Society to which it is now stant.
Laces ; Linens ; Black Silk & Tabby Velvets ; bate :
- 160 persons this day answering to their auxiliary, and thereby render it entirely of a
ORDERED—That the said Executor
local character, so that no real friend of the
Green and Plaid Table-cloths
;
vlk/iVy blUUlö ; Oil
\_71i Cloth
V>1(J
names.
give notice to all persons interested* by caus
I Cords ; Braids ; Ribbons ; Sheetings ;
TEMPER
caüse can have any reasonable objections to
[We are obliged, for want of room, to de its form or constitution.
ing a copy of this order to be published
HE annual meeting of the Kennebunk I Shirtings ; Ticking ; Factory Yarn&f ’
fer the publication of the remainder of the
three weeks successively, in the Kenne
We hope some measures may be devised
Temperance Society, will be held on Comforters ; Combs ; Gloves ; Umbrellas ;
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that
and adopted to awaken the inhabitants of this
Monday evening, half past 6 o’clock, Dec. Mens
26, ’ and Boys’ Caps, &c. &c.
proceedings until next week.]
they may appear at a- Probate Court to be
town to the subject ; and also to diffuse in at Washington Hall, for the choice of offi
Groceries.
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first
formation and create inquiry among the peo cers, &c.
Young Hyson & Souchong Teas ; Coffee ;
Monday in January next, at ten of the clock
ple, upon the evils and burdens of both the
An Address will be delivered. The friends Chocolate ; Cocoa Shells ; Molasses ;
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24, 1831. intemperate and temperate drinking of ardent of Temperance are requested to attend.
Havana,
Porto
Rico
and
Loaf
Sugar
;
have, why the said instrument should not be
spirits. For this purpose we are inclined to
Per Order of the President.
Cheese ; Rice ; Indigo ; Tobacco ; Pork ;
Dec. 17.
proved, approved, and allowed as the last will
National Republican Convention.— the opinion, that stated meetings often held
Soap
;
Ginger
;
Pepper
;
Spice
;
Cassia
;
and testament of the said deceased.
Delegates from' seventeen States and from in different portions of the town, where ad
Pollock and Hake Fish ; Winter Oil ;
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, li.egist.er.
dresses should be, delivered, embracing the
Kennebunk Lyceum.
the District of Columbia assembled in con
Corn Brooms, &c. &c.
A true copy,—Attest,
most prominent facts that the records of tem
The Annual Meeting of the members
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
vention at Baltimore, on Monday the 12th perance afford ; and the diffusion of the dif of the Kennebunk Lyceum, will be holden
Hard Ware.
instant, for the purpose of selecting candidates ferent publications on temperance and intem at Washington Hall, on Wednesday, January Knives and Forks ; Shoe Knives ;
PORTLAND ADVERTISER
for President and Vice-President, to be sup perance among the reading and thinking por 4th, 1832, at 7 o’clock in the evening, when Iron and Plated Table Spoons ; Tea do. ;
- AND
tion of the community, of all classes ; would
ported by the national republican party at the contribute very powerfully to the promotion the officers for the ensuing year will be Brass Candlesticks ; Coffee Mills ;
GAZETTE
OF MAIME
chosen, and any other business transacted Shovel and Tongs ; Iron Shovels ; Bellows ;
next presidential election. We publish in the of the cause of temperance, and consequent which may regularly come before the meet Brushes ; Nails 4d to 40d ;
TN answer to the many inquiries which
preceding columns a part of the very interest ly of the virtue welfare and happiness of this ing. Gentlemen, not members, friendly to 7 by 9 & 8—10 Glass, &c. &c.
L are put to ns daily, by our friend»—such
the institution, are requested to attend.
ing proceedings of this body, to which we in community.
Also an assortment of
as, what arrangements have you made to col
F or we cannot yet believe that the majority
By direction of the Board vt Managers,
HOLLOW & CROCKERY WARE.
vite the attention of our readers. The Con of the inhabitants of this town are so blind or
lect the Legislative new»?—Will not your
D. REMICH^ Secretary.
paper lose much ofits interest in consequence
Dec. 24.
3
William Lord.
vention adjourned without day on Friday, 16th deaf to the calls of their own best interests,
of the removal of the seat of Government
Kennebunk, December 24,1831.
instant, after having adopted an Address to the that they cannot be made to hear or see the
from Portland ? &c.:—we consider it our
HYMENEAL.
People of the United States, on the subject of strong claim that this cause has upon their
duty to state, for the information of our read
warmest and most vigorous support.
ers, and for our own interest, that we have
the election of a President and Vice-President,
MARRIED—In Stratham, N. H. on the 14th
We understand that Mr. Charles A. Lord,
made such arrangements as to feel warranted
which was reported by the chairman of the of Kennebunk-port, is expected to deliver inst. Mr. Silas Moody, of Kennebunk-port, to
nDHE TOKEN for 18 32, containing in saying, that our paper will lose none ofits
Mrs. Harriet Townson, ofS.
committee appointed for that purpose. Ten the address next Monday evening.
X
20
ENGRAVINGS,
bound
in
MO- value, although the Legislature may not sit
In Kittery, by John Wentworth, Esq. Corporal
Anti bacchus.
thousand copies of the proceedings of the con
Thomas Holbert, of the U. S. Marine Corps, to ROCCO.
in Portland the approaching winter.
We
T
he
ATLANTIC
SOUVENIR,
CON shall be able to furnish the proceedings of that
Miss Mary A. Smith of Kittery.
vention and of the address were ordered to
For the Gazette & Palladium.
taining
12
ENGRAVINGS,
bound
in
IVI
OIn Dover, A. H. 15th inst. Mr. James Allen,
body, Daily ; and we contemplate having a
ROCCO.
be printed.
to Miss Sophia Baker, both of Rochester.
correspondent in Augusta, who will give us a
To the Friends of Temperance in the County
T
he
LADIES
’
BOOK,
containing
700
In
Somersworth,
by
Rev.
Mr.
Blackaller,
Capt.
The opponents to the re-election of An
review of the proceedings, from week to
of York.
Charles Durant, of Boston, to Miss Betsey Wood, ENGRAVINGS, bound in SILK.
drew Jackson cannot but be highly gratified
week, in an impartial and correct manner—
A GREAT VARIETY OF BOOKS
Arrangements have been made to organize of Acton.
thus furnishing our readers with materials for
suitable for
with the doings of the republican convention. a State Society, at Augusta, during the session
NE W YEAR’S Sf CHRISTMAS PRESENTS. approving or disapproving of their doings, as
The worth and popularity of the two distin of our next legislature, at which meeting, the
OBITUARY.
Parent
’s Assistant, 2 vols. by Miss Edge well as if they were present to hear and see
last
Wednesday
in
January
1832,
the
agent
of
guished statesmen selected as candidates for
for themselves. In addition to this arrange
DIED—In this town, on Wednesday last, Mrs.
worth ;
the American Temperance Society, Rev. J.
ment, Mr. Brooks, the gentleman who has
President and Vice-President, the perfect har
udith Ross, wife of Mr. James M, Ross, aged Mrs. Chapone’s Works, 2 vols.
Edwards, has engaged to be present, and to J
33 years.
superintended the editorial department of the
mony which marked the deliberations of its lend his aid in the promotion ofthe object.
Robinson Crusoe, in 2 vols. neatly bound ;
Advertiser for the two past years, has yielded
In Sanford, on Friday morning, 16th inst.
A general invitation has been extended to Harriet M. wife of Jonathan Clark, Esq. and Lessons without Books, 2 vols. ;
members, and the unanimity which prevailed
to our earnest solicitations to spend the win
The Twin Sisters ; Rose and Emily ;
all
Temperance
Societies
in
this
State
to
send
daughter of the late Hon. Elisha Allen, arred
in regard to the various questions that came
Church Member’s Guide ; Aids to Devotion ; ter in Washington, solely to collect political
0
delegates to this convention to aid in the ob 27 years.
and other interesting matter for the Adverti
before it, are circumstances well calcula ject.
The careful attendance and anxiety of Friends Ware on the formation of the Christian char ser, and to transmit the same in the form of
acter ;
ted to cheer and strengthen those who are
Being apprised of this fact and doubting and Neighbors proved but weak Weapons in a
letters from Washington, as often as subjects
honestly opposed to the present administra whether it might be generally known in this warfare with Death—He came and with his Malcom’s Bible Dictionary, with plates ;
worthy of notice may occur. This arrange
Christian
Lyre
;
Daily
Food
;
iron
grasp
wrested
from
her
Husband
a
most
tion. The names of Henry Clay and John ' county, we have availed ourselves of this me
ment, we think, cannot fail to be acceptable
affectionate
Wife,
and
from
her
three
small
chil

Comforts
of
Piety
;
Daily
Piety
;
dium, to invite every temperance society in
to our readers ; particularly at the approach
Sergeant are familiar to a large portion of the this county and the friends of temperance dren, a most indulgent, kind and tender Mother, Little Manuel, a tale by Mrs. Hofland ;
ing session of Congress, when so many im
American people—both gentlemen have been generally, to take measures to choose and send I and her neighbors, a kind and accommodating j Book for the children of Maine ;
portant subjects will be presented for consid
friend.—She is gone.—The Grave claimed her Frugal Housewife, &c. &c. ;
conspicuous in the councils of the nation, as delegates, to aid in the organization of a State ' mortal parts ; and her soul has returned to God ; ' A large assortment of Children’s Books ;
eration ;—subjects too, of powerful interest,
Society.
to the political and mercantile community.
But her memory will be cherished by all who
able and eloquent defenders of the constitu
BIBLES
—
Quarto,
Octavo,
Duodecimo,
18 While we are thus making arrangements,
The State of Maine being the only State, knew her-*and those who knew her best, loved
tion and laws, and as zealous and faithful ad we believe, in New England which has not a her most.—The Poor and destitute cannot forget
mo. and Pocket—in a great variety of more particularly to gratify our political read
vocates of measures tending to the advance State Temperance Society or one equivalent. her, to whom no application for relief was ever
bindings ;
ers, we shall endeavor not to be behind our '
made in vain.
Her feeling heart could never TESTAMENTS—Various sizes and bind contemporaries for collecting the news ofthe
Public Good.
ment of the best interests of the people.
dictate, nor could her tongue utter a refusal to
ings ;
day, both foreign and domestic. A full and
They are emphatically worthy the confidence
In 1798, a violent snow storm commenced on their requests. Her death is a loss to all, and all HYMN BOOKS—Watts’ Common, Wor correct shipping list will also continue to be
and support of a nation of freemen. We can the 18th of Nov. and continued with little inter will feel it—We can only say
cester’s Watts, Cambridge Selection ; furnished by an Experienced hand, engaged
“ Blessed are the upright in heart.”—[Com.
not believe that their merits will be overlooked mission for four days, during which a very great
Winchels’ Watts, Village Hymns, Free expressly for this purpose. The Prices Cur
In Dover, on the evening of the 18th inst. after
quantity of snow fell. A Portland paper of
man’s Hymns.
and their claims disregarded by the honest March 26, 1799, says :
rent will also be published once a week,
an illness of little more than two days, Doctor For sale by
carefully corrected and revised.
and patriotic yeomanry of the country.
J
acob Kittredge, aged 36 years—a gentleman
D.
REM
ICH.
“ Here in the District of Maine we have
While we are thus endeavoring to deserve,
had above Party heavy -Snow Storms, since the of much worth and highly esteemed.
Kennebunk, Dec. 22, 1831.
we trust we wtiall receive, a continuance of
In Dover, 17th inst. Mr. ÄieAander Scammel
Internal Improvements.-—In the annual 18th Nov. and yet, feel all the severity of
that liberal patronage which has been ex
Chadbourne, aged 39.
report of the Chief Engineer to the Secretary winter. A great quantity of snow covers the
tended towards us the three past years, so
In Brunswick, 7th inst. Widow Deborah Wes
of War, giving an account of the operations earth, and from appearances we may be led ton, aged nearly 102 years.
that we may be encouraged to sustain the
AME into the enclosure of
heavy expenses that we shall necessarily in
of the Engineer’s department during the year to anticipate good sleighing until May or
the
subscriber,
a
few
days
June ! So severe a winter has not been ex
cur in carrying our purposes into effect.
ending on the 30th of October last, we find perienced since 1784.”
SHIP NEWS
since, a R A M. The owner is
Our subscribers who are in arrears, are in
requested to prove property, pay
the following paragraphs in relation to public
formed that a good opportunity for convey
KENNEBUNK, DECEMBER 24.
charges
and
take
him
away.
A Washington correspondent of a Newworks in this State :
ance is offered in January, by the Represen
ISRAEL KIMBALL.
MEMORANDA.
tatives of the several towns. We shall have
Kennebec river, at Lovejoy's'Narrows, Me.—- York paper, says :
Kennebunk, Dec. 21, 1831;
an agent in Augusta, who will receive all
In the Mississippi, 1st inst, going up, brig
A very considerable rise of water on this “ It is believed that there is a misunderstand
sums remitted, and who will also take the
river has prevented the contractor from ful ing between the Secretary of War and the George, Lord, of this port, from Boston.
Wanted
Immediately
,
names of any persons, who may wish to be
Ar. at Boston, 18th inst. sch. Phaeton, GillpatHow it will terminate baffles
filling his engagement to remove the ob Executive.
rick, Philadelphia.
come subscribers, and forward them to us.
WOOIf, CORN and
structions to its navigation during the season conjecture.
Cid. at Charleston, 5th, brig Ulysses, Hall,
It is impossible to prognosticate how par
which has just past ; and the time for accom
F those indebted to the subscriber, who To aid our subscribers, we shall mark on the
from Cowes—sailed 8th.
prefer paying in these articles to Cash. margin of their respective papers the sums
plishing the work has therefore been extend ties are to be arrayed, at this moment, but one
Ar. at New-Orleans, 28th ult. brigs Horace,
which may be due on or about the first of
BURLEIGH SMART.
ed, from which it is believed no other injury thing is certain, all the appointments during Foss, of and for this port, and Vernon Durrill, of
January. Agreeably to our terms, we have
Dec. 17.
than the unavoidable delay, will result. The the recess will be confirmed.”
this port, from Liverpool.
charged the additional fifty cents, but if re
unexpended balance of appropriation for this
Sailed from St. Thomas, 9th ult. brig Com.
mittances are made by their Representatives,
THE
In Sebec and Dover District, Penobscot Preble, Perkins, of this port, for Barbadoes.
object would be sufficient to complete it, but
thus saving us the expense of sending an
Jledical Society of^Iaine
a portion of the funds having been appropria County, on the 10th inst. Soloman Parsons,
agent to their doors, we shall discount the
A Light House was lit at Wickford, Narraganted more than two years, has been passed to ' (a national republican) was elected representa
ILL hold their semi-annual Meeting at fifty cents.
the surplus fund, and a re-appropriation of I tive to the State Legislature, by a majority of set Bay, 12th inst.
the new Hotel in Augusta, on Wed
Gentlemen who wish to become subscri
the amount stated in my estimate is therefore 25 votes. There had been three ineffectual
nesday, the 11th day of January next, at
11 are requested to be particular in desig
bers,
Notice to Mariners navigating Long Island
trials for a choice, prior to the meeting on
required.
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
nating whether it is the daily, semi-weekly,
Sound.—A new Light House has been erected
Piers at the mouth of Kennebunk river, Me.— the 10th inst.
The Annual Meeting stands adjourned to or weekly Advertiser, that they intend to or
at Morgan’s Point, Groton, furnished with ten
The new piers at this place have had the desir
the
same
day
and
place
at
10
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
lamps, and bearing from the Light House on
der. The daily is $5 per year, the semi
ed effect of protecting the channel of entrance
A lady in Plymouth, N. H. manufactured Watch Hill, N. 77, W. or W. by N. northerly— Diplomas will be ready for delivery at the weekly $3,50, and the weekly $2, if paid
into the river. Some additional work is re last summer, sewing silk, as strong and as From the Light House at Stonington Point S. meeting.
within a year.
The weekly Advertiser is
quired for the greater security and permanen handsome as any Italian. A gentleman in 86 30 W. or W. £ S. nearly—From Light House
Per order,
made up of selections from the daily and
cy of this object, by repairing a pier built by Efxeter, N. H. has 3000 thrifty mulberry on Gull Island N. 45 E. or N. E.—From WicoBENJA. D. BARTLETT, Rec’g Sec’y.
semi-weekly Advertisers, and is particularly
the United States many years ago.
trees.—It is said that some of the farmers in pesset Island N. 64 W. or N. W. by W. J W.—
Bath, Dec. 15th, 1831.
intended for the country.
Berwick branch of Piscataquâ river, Me.— Bangor, Belfast, Jackson, Sidney, Dixmont From the spindle on Ellis’ Reef N. 43 W. or N.
J. & W. E. EDWARDS.
The death of the agent, who has heretofore and several other towns in this State, are en W. N nearly—From North Hill on Fisher’s
so well directed the work for deepening the gaged in cultivating the mulberry, and in Island N. 39 E. or N. E. J N.—'From the N. end
PRINTER’S NOTICE.
of the North Dumplin N. 45 E. or N. E—From
ANDEL & HAYDN, and Bridgechannel of this river at the Quamphegan rap manufacturing sewing silk for domestic use.
the N. end of South Dumplin N. 39 E. or N. E. £
S many of our patrons calculate on pay
water Collections of SACRED
ids, caused a temporary suspension of the op
N.—From the N. W. part of Plumb Island N. 55
MUSIC, for sale by the dozen or single, at ing for their papers in Wood or Coun
erations, and the approach of cold weather
George M. Dallas, of Philadelphia, has E. or N. E. by E.
try Produce, we would remind them that
publishers' prices, by
D. REMICH.
impeding the work in the water, makes it been elected U. S. Senator from Pennsylva
the present is a favorable opportunity for
Dec. 17, 1831.
necessary to defer, until the next year, the nia, in place of Gen. Barnard, resigned.
bringing or forwarding it to us. We will re
little which romains to be done for completing
ceive Wood, Corn, Rye, Wheat, Barley, Oats,
the work.
glisses
A brig of 150 tons and a sch. of 140, were
Butter, Cheese, Woollen and Cotton & Wool
launched from the ship yards in Belfast last
ILLIAM LORD has just received a
ANTED by the subscriber, Cloth, in payment of debts, if offered soon.
lot of Chairs anif Gift framed Look
.Light House at Cafe Pohpoise.—We week.
good ship timber for ves From those who neglect this call beyond the
ing Glasses.
20th January next, we shall expect Cash.
vTirderstand a remonstrance against the erec
sels from fifty to three hundred
December
24,
1831.
As there are many among our patrons who
A two story dwelling house in Portsmouth,
tons.
tion of a light house at Cape Porpoise, for
are indebted from five to twenty dollars for
was considerably injured by fire last Tuesday
FOR
which an appropriation of several thousands evening. The fire is supposed to have been
Papers, on such we call for an immediate set
A Copper-fastened BRIG of tlement, and assure them, that unless this no
of dollars was made at the last session of Con occasioned by ashes deposited in a wooden
about 250 tons, now on the stocks. tice is attended to we shall be compelled to
gress, has been sent to the U. S. Legislature vessel.
TN pursuance of a petition of Jacob FishAll persons indebted to the Subscriber are resort to more coersive measures to obtain a
from Portland. It is urged, we learn, that
I
er, Esq. and others, inhabitants of
settlement.
Accident. Capt. Nathaniel Harris, of Ips School District No. 5, in the Town of Kenne requested to settle and pay.
•another light house so near those on Boon and
To those who have been punctual in their
WILLIAM GOOCH.
wich, master of sloop Norway, lying at bunk,—the inhabitants of said district qualified
payments, we tender our sincere thanks.
Wood Island» would do more harm than Salem, I4th inst. in attempting to pull up a
Wells, Dec. 15, 1831.
by law to vote in town affairs, are hereby no
JAMES K. REMICH.
good, We cannot subscribe to this : a great log of wood that was lying alongside, lost his tified to meet at the School House in said
Gazette Office, Kennebunk Dee. 10,1831.
many coasting and fishing vessels put into balance and fell head foremost upon a cake district, on Monday the 8th day of January
of ice and thence into the water. The blow A. D. 1832, for the purpose of choosing a
the Cape for a harbor in the course of a year,
on the head was so severe, that he probably
ANTED by the subscriber
and a light house could not but be highly died before he reached the water. His body School Agent, Committee, and to transact any
good ship timber and
other business which may legally come before
HE subscriber offers for sale his entire
beneficial. The remonstrance states, as is was found the next morning. Capt. H. was said meeting.
plank for a vessel of about 280
MICHAEL WISE, Jigent.
Stock of Dry Goods, Crockery and Glass
55
years
old,
has
left
a
wife
and
eight
child

tons.
ELIJAH BETTES.
said, that Boon Island Light is within six
Kennebunk, Dec. 22, 1831.
Ware, AT COST, for a short time, Those
miles of Capp Porpoise. This is an error. ren, and was a most worthy man.
Kennebunk-landing, Dec. 16, 1831.
wishing to purchase will do well to call and
Boon Island light is, we believe, 21 miles and
examine for themselves.
Webster's Dictionary has been re-printed in
PARTICI
LAR
AOTICE.
DANIEL WISE,
Wood Island about 9 miles distant from the England.
The Cambridge (Eng.) Press
Nov. 25,1831.
Cape. We should advise those who feel an in speaks of it as an « incomparable” work—“ its
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
late
firm
of
ANTED by the subscriber a quantity of
DANIEL WISE fy Co. are requested
terest in the matter, at the Cape & elsewhere, excellence is obvious and indisputable.”
White Oak Hlid. HOOPS.
to call, settle and pay immediately, if they
to forward a statement of the facts to Congress,
for 1832.
WM. LORD.
would save cost.
DANIEL WISE.
The Legislature of N. Carolina met at Ra
(the.sooner the better) and we think there
—
—*Dec.
23,
1831.
November
25,
1831.
leigh 21st ult. D. F. Caldwell was elected
HOMAS’ ALMANAC, intended particu
will be no reason to fear the rescinding of Speaker óf the Senate. In the House of
larly
for
Maine.
the act appropriating money for this object.
Commons, Charles Fisher was elected Speak
Robinson’s Maine Farmer’s Almanac ;
er On the 2d balloting.
Wanted by If. W. lord. fv Co. Fessenden’s New-England do. do.;
Mayor of Boston.—Charles Wells, the
Miniature do.
HE subscriber has for sale a quantity of
FOR WHICH THE HIGHEST GASH PRICE
It is estimated that the capital now invested
National Republican candidate, was chosen
For SAiis at
D. .REMIGH’S Bookstore.
WILL BE GIVEN.
New Flour.
-WILLIAM LORD.
Mayor of the city of Boston, on Thursday last, in the various manufacturing establishments
Kennebunk, Dec, 9, 183L
Goff? Mill Tannery, Sept. 28. 1831.
Pec. 24,183V .
in
the
U.
S.
amounts
to
$250,000,000»
jjy a handsome majority.
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From the Philcmthropist.

TUA If íi S
AU thy korkspraise The«' O f.<»rd ■—Holy IViit.

The Verdant earth and «lorioas sky,
Spread like a canopy on high,
The bright alill lake, the chainless sea
Are mirrors of thy majesty.

A «soon STA.VB

PROBATE NOTICES

POETRY

XTCK OINTMEKri!

FOR A TRADRR.

fiJTHEjhXiensive sale and established iep.

At a Court of Probate hoi den at York, within
N excellent stand for a Store and Potash— JL
iitatfon of
and for the county of York, on. the first Mon
particularly for one who wishes to set
DUMFRIES ITCH OJ^TMEfifT,
day in December, in the year of our Lord
tle down for ¡»ermanent business—where
yncourages
th«7 Proju i« lor to recmninend ¡f
eighteen hundred, and thirty-one, by the Hoh- much could now be done, and constantly in
w ith renew« d confidence to the public, as a
ouratle WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
creasing—in a good town and neighborhood,
said ( ourt :
m«»st innocent as well as potot rjtd applies,

A

N the petition of Lucy Traf^on, ad near valuable water power, which is now in lion for this aunoxing disease. The umst
ministratrix of the estate of John Traf- part improved l»y a Saw mill and Carding ma
chine—can now be had on application to the mvrter.ile cases have been «;jjreij tN oxg
ton, late ot York, in said county, deceased,
Preservation of Roots.—Previous to the
dot® ! by this esteemed Ointment. Itcunrepresenting that the personal estate of said subscriber
The winds of heaven by thee arc stirred,
dt ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts Also, a Klacksmitli Wanted. laiiis no Mercury, or other noxious his»ie.
take up with as little injury as possible, the
The lightning flashes at thy word ;
An
stand tor a Blacksmith, Who dirnf. and tliay be confidently applied even
which he owed at the time of bis death by
__ excellent
_
roots of your turnips, c trots, parsnips, beets, the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars, and can liave the immediate business of ¡»rohably
And echoing thunders at thy nod,
to the ymmgrsl childien. or t«> pregnant
In deep t«»ned murmurs name thee God !
’ &c. &r.; and they may be pn s rved accprd- ¡»raying for a license to sell and convey so more than sixty families, can be had as above,
¡ingto McMahon, as follows
“ On the sur much ofthe real estate of said deceased as The shop will probably be ready to receive au females. Pt ice 37 and one half cents.
Thine is the storm that rends the sea,
face of a very dry sj»ot of ground, in a well may be necessary for the payment of said occupant in a little more than one week, with
Earthquake and fire are ruled by thee,
SOBS
iWI i. -f
sheltered si.nation, lay a stratum of sand
debts and incidvntal charges :
the opportunity ofatlaching to it a Trip-hamMiglit Io the whirlwind thou has! given,
two iticlus thick, and on this a layer of either
ORBERED—That the petitioner give mer. It will have the privilege ofdoiqg the Iron
All glorious King of earth and iieaven.
sort, covering them with another layer of sand
of a Grist Mill, with two run of‘ Stone,
notice thereof to tlie heirs of said deceasi <1, work
1
! (the drier the better) and so continue layer
And thou art good 5 tlie strains that swell,
HE studious, the weakly, and Others
and to all persons interested in said estate, by which is now in progress of being erected,
| alt ernately of sand and roots, till all are laid
From grove and field in spring-time tell,
win» are tioubb-d with soreness or
causing a copy of this order to be jniblished None need apply but such as can bring good
, in, giving the whole on every side, a roof-hke
Ofthy rich hand that bonify pours,
jit.flamtnati<ui of that delicate «»rgan, wj||
in the Kenneljunk Gazette, printed in Kenne recommendations.
And fills with gladness earth’s green bowers ' slope ; then cover this heap or ridge all over
bunk, in said county three weeks successive • Also, a Clotliier is Wanted,
he
i able to olitain a mo*t pleasant and in
: with about 2 indies of sand, over which lay
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court to j! One of the bust stands in the county for a valuable applicate in, in
Thanks be to thee, O King of Kings !
; a good, coat ofdravvn straw up and down, as
Wh.» frl’st this -»rtii with beau/eóus things ; . if thatching a bouse, in order to carry or
off wet ,,e Hoklttii at Allred, in said county, on the first Clothier, can be had as above. No one near
DUM ERIES'
Monday in January next, at ten of the clock er than twelve miles. A good and faithful
Ld gralefhl anthems rise to thee.
and ¡»revent its entering the roots, thendh'
t‘
• ” in the ’forenooji, and shew cause if any they workman, would at, once command the imStrains of deep j y from vale and sea.
I a wide trench round the heap and cover the
have, why the prayer of said petition should , mediate business of probably more thauoue
I straw with earth so dug up to a depth sufficient
This well established Wash for tie Eye*
We ll praise thee when the morning light
not be granted.
hundred and ihiny families. First rate rec- ■is perfectly hmocent, and gives immediaie
to
¡»reserve
the
roots
effectually
from
frost.
Fdls the fair earth with scenes s< bright,
Attest,.Wm. Cutter Alj.ui, Register.
ommeudations will he required.—Those in lelief, even ill very aggravated cases of
i An opening may be made on the south si le
And deep and fervent prayers we'l. pour
A true copy-—Attest,
pursuit of ¡»faces for the above branches of
¡ofthis heap, and completely covered with
To fhee at the rich sunset hour.
Wm. Cutter
Register.
and inflammation. Price 25 cents.
business are invited to come and look for soreness
:
bundles of straw, so as to have access'to the
Dec. 10.
At midnight too when earth is stilled,
themselves.
i roots, at all times wanted either for sale or
And heaven with burning stars is filled ;
Some other trades would find good encouruse.
At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
E'en at that hour so lone and drear,
j Some people lay hay or straw, between
and for the County of York, on the first Mun- agement here—particularly a good Tanner
We ll lift the prayer and know no fear.
< the layer and roots, ami immediately on the
day in N.ve’niber^ m the. year of our Lord and Cumer, could he connect with it tlsto
eivhlee.niumdred mid tliirty-une. by the Hon- manufacturing a ¡»art ofhisown Leather, eith ?f & F most r obstinate character, after
hip of them ; tins 1 do not apj rove (fas the
■------------------- --------------------------------ourabe WILLIAM A. llAlES, Judge oj er as Shoe-Maker or Salaler.
i F
having baffled the skill ol the most
straw or hay will become dam}» and mo ddy
said Court :
and very often occasion the roots to rot, while
The above mentioned stands for business,1 eminent phy sn iaus. and withstood the iu(«|
T< 'RRIes ' who on Christmas bled,
ETSEY SMITH, administratrix of the are situated near the head of Webb’s Pond. | highly iwiinini’iidrd medical prepai.ninns,
the sand would preserve them sweet and
estate of Daniel Smith, late of Water I surrounded by settlements,—where two conn- : has bee n checked, rdicrtd and etc ed, in a
| sound.
Welcome to us now you’re dead,
borough, in said county, phys.cian, deceased,
All th se roots may be preserved in like
ty roads mow branch out from each other, are ■
And in the frost have hun
' manner, in a cellar ; but in such a ¡»lace,
they
her first
a* count
-1,
j having
u<iviii£ presented
men iiv-i
inr>»n»
\.nnni ofadniinis«/i mniuiiio- . connected with the best Water Power in the 1 mmibei of instances in and about this riiy.
: are subject to vegetate, and become tstringy 1 tration of the estate of said deceased, for al- ■ town, win re business m Lumber, Wool cai'd- bv using for a short time
‘ Now’s the (lay and now’s the hour,
[earlier in the spring.
only
advantage
Thro’ the market h >w we scour,
,......n- Tim
-...........
j ..............
-r>- of
- > lowance :
ing and Brick-making is now carried on—and Dr. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC,
•Seeking turkies tod -w ur.
! the method is, that
I
in thtreedar they may be
ORDERED—That the said administratrix are so situated as to town roads, the lay of
Turkies old and young.
had when wanted,
more conveniently during
1 ..............
- give iiotiee to ail persons interested, by cans-j the land, ami location m the town, as nam
ANTI-BALAUC> PILLS,
wait- r, than out of the field or garden, or from ing a copy of this order to be jniblished three ’ rally to command most of the busmess ol a in comwxion, iircmdmy to the d'tfctinns.
Who would he a turkey hen,
heaps.
we« ks successively» in the Kennebunk Ga- large and thrixmg township, and probably arcuili pa nv'mg the S|h cific. h is ais» one
Fed an I fitten’d in a p hi—
JNyte— AH the above roots will ¡»reserve zette, ¡»rinted at Kennebunk, in said county, wiil eventuaily near the''whole of it, together of th»* best medicines known f..i N e'e lleailKill'd and ate by hungry men ;—•
that
they may appear at a Probate Court to with some ot the adjoining towns.
!
belt, r in sand than in com u »n earth ; imt
Can you tell, 1 pray ?
it ' he. >.ckit£ss at the Stomach, A««w u aid
when the f»rm r cannot he iiad the sandiest be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first 1 Als0,GooiI A cw Eaiid For ale.
Monday
in
Jama.ty
next,
at
t«
n
of
the
I
Lay the proud >ld Turkies 'nw,
earth you can j meure must lie used.
'1 be sunscimer wdi give die choice ol Lois |
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any I
Let the young ones run and grow,
of excellent Landin Weid, Phillips, Nonh-1
'1 o market they’re not fit to go
they have, why the said account should not,
•Salem, aiid Plantations No. 1 and 1X0. 8,—at 1
Tdl next Christmas day.
Winter Butter. Butter is made i t some be allow d.
from bs. to Is. 6j. per a« re.
j
parts of New-England through the winter m
Aites’,— VVm. Cutter Allen, Register.
M33AL
RELIGIOUS.
Also, Two l.af Townships of
j
great perfection. The .cows are ted on the \ true c-»py—Attest.
>
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
b. st hay, that is, hay mane of English grass,
AEW
EAAifi*
I
OK
sAEE.
I sl.iiclt-d pers| jratnni, &r. li i* hk» vvisv m.t
R ligious D dies.—Various are the opinions well cured ahd sweet, and provender made of’
Dec. 10.
The subscriber will give the choice half of uulu (pieniI\ sy mpt*malie of indigestión, fiir
of professors of religion relative to their re the meal of In Jan corn ami oats ground toquired duties ; and it is believed, if every one gether, and are kepi at night in Warm stables. At a Court of Probate In Id at Alfred, within and Two Townships of Land, already organized s i great is the sympathy between die iu.itii
wmdd eonsciencinusly discharge his own, As soon as the nmk is strained, it should be
for the county of York, on the first Monaay as plantations, with Mills erected, ami roans in
without interference with those of others, put into pans, and set in the coldest ¡»lace that
of JVovember, in the y ar of oar Lord eigh mucii progress. And to a comj»any of two i
knowing that different situations and circum can be found, in order that it may freeze
I
teen huntred and thirty-one, by the Hon. or mor., on terms unusually fasoraliie.
stances so modify these duties, that what speedily ; the sooner the better.—By the
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Juuge of said \
ALSO—He has for sale several ¡»laces with !
Court
:
I
Would be imperious in one, would be next to
more or iess improvements on them.—Among
process of freezing, the cream is forced to
impossible and perhaps superfluous in anoth the top, and may he taken off without the | SAIAII GOWEN, named executor in a wnicfi is one of 19o acres good land—40 into >
er, there would be more happiness in the least mixture of the frozen mi.k. The cream S certain instrument purporting to be the grass, lob ajq>ie-trees on h, barn,shed with a !
remarkable case is iih lit i«>n< d ill Dr.
World, and more charity and Christian fellow should never be placed near tiie fire, nor kept last will and testament of William Gowen, jr. climmey, alio a house frame—say
i
8 lonsoffiay | ('onvvav’s pamphlet, of
•" A Lmh of
ship in our churches. I recollect when a in a warm place, but when churned, should late of Sanford, m said county, yeonian, de and. 2 or 3 thousand of boards. This lies 011
D
invers,
who
had
beep
afflicted
most ol the
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exertion, Her husband was a kind-hearted scription.—.V, K. D. Adv.
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